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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

According to Russian o/cials, the U.S. government has been :nancing and helping Ukraine

develop a secret bioweapons program.  The U.S. State Department has shrugged it off as “total

nonsense,”  and fact checkers have published countless “consensus statements” emphatically

denying the Russian claim over the past few weeks.

As usual, it’s di/cult to discern the truth, as both sides are churning out propaganda. In the video

above, Fox News anchor Tucker Carlson reviews what we’ve come to know so far.

Under Secretary of State Admits US Funding of Ukraine Labs

While the Biden administration has vehemently denied the Russian accusation, March 8, 2022,

Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, Victoria Nuland, admitted that “biological research

laboratories” in Ukraine have in fact been funded and operated under the direction of the U.S.

She did not admit that they were biological WEAPONS labs. But is it all semantics? While the

research and defense industries would like you to believe that there’s a vast difference, and a

sharp dividing line, between biological research for health purposes and biological weapons

research, most such research can serve dual purposes.

During Nuland’s testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Sen. Marco Rubio, R-

Fla., asked: “Does Ukraine have chemical or biological weapons?” Surprisingly, Nuland, after

some hesitation, responded that “there are biological research facilities” in the Ukraine.

Nuland then immediately went on to say that she’s “deeply concerned” the pathogens held in

those labs may now fall into the hands of the Russian military. This implies the pathogens are

extremely dangerous — and could be deployed as weapons by the Russians.

“ Any attempt to claim that Ukraine's biological
facilities are just benign and standard medical labs
is negated by Nuland's explicitly grave concern
that ‘Russian forces may be seeking to gain control
of’ those facilities. ~ Glenn Greenwald”

As noted by investigative journalist Glenn Greenwald (whose report is also covered by Russel

Brand, below):

“Any hope to depict such ‘facilities’ as benign or banal was immediately destroyed by

[her] warning ...

Nuland's bizarre admission that ‘Ukraine has biological research facilities’ that are

dangerous enough to warrant concern that they could fall into Russian hands ironically

constituted more decisive evidence of the existence of such programs in Ukraine than

what was offered in 2002 and 2003 to corroborate U.S. allegations about Saddam's

chemical and biological programs in Iraq ...

It should go without saying that the existence of a Ukrainian biological ‘research’ program

does not justify an invasion by Russia ... But Nuland's confession does shed critical light

on several important issues ...

Any attempt to claim that Ukraine's biological facilities are just benign and standard

medical labs is negated by Nuland's explicitly grave concern that ‘Russian forces may be

seeking to gain control of’ those facilities ...

Russia has its own advanced medical labs ... The only reason to be ‘quite concerned’

about these ‘biological research facilities’ falling into Russian hands is if they contain

sophisticated materials that Russian scientists have not yet developed on their own and

which could be used for nefarious purposes — i.e., either advanced biological weapons or

dual-use ‘research’ that has the potential to be weaponized ...

This joint US/Ukraine biological research is, of course, described by the State

Department in the most unthreatening way possible. But that again prompts the question

of why the U.S. would be so gravely concerned about benign and common research

falling into Russian hands.

It also seems very odd, to put it mildly, that Nuland chose to acknowledge and describe

the ‘facilities’ in response to a clear, simple question from Sen. Rubio about whether

Ukraine possesses chemical and biological weapons.

If these labs are merely designed to Snd a cure for cancer or create safety measures

against pathogens, why, in Nuland's mind, would it have anything to do with a biological

and chemical weapons program in Ukraine? ...

The indisputable reality is that — despite long-standing international conventions

banning development of biological weapons — all large, powerful countries conduct

research that, at the very least, has the capacity to be converted into biological weapons.

The work conducted under the guise of ‘defensive research’ can, and sometimes is, easily

converted into the banned weapons themselves.”

More Semantics

When Fox News contacted the state department for comment about Nuland’s admissions, they

received the following reply:

“The U.S. Department of Defense does not own or operate biological weapons labs in

Ukraine. Under Secretary Nuland was referring to Ukrainian diagnostic and biodefense

laboratories during her testimony which are not biological weapons facilities. These

institutions counter biological threats throughout the country.”

Again, this seems like someone trying to split hairs and not quite succeeding. The U.S. may not

“own,” or “operate” biological weapons labs in Ukraine, but does it fund them? Funding, operating

and owning are not the same thing, yet they’re denying the accusation of “funding” these labs by

saying they don’t “own or operate” them.

Why the obfuscation? Why not say “we don’t FUND bioweapons labs,” if that is in fact the case?

And what is the difference between “biodefense” labs and a “bioweapons” lab? If you were

creating a bioweapon, wouldn’t you call it biodefense? As noted in an April 2020 article by

independent journalist and analyst, Sam Husseini:

“Governments that participate in ... biological weapon research generally distinguish

between ‘biowarfare’ and ‘biodefense,’ as if to paint such ‘defense’ programs as

necessary.

But this is rhetorical sleight-of-hand; the two concepts are largely indistinguishable.

‘Biodefense’ implies tacit biowarfare, breeding more dangerous pathogens for the alleged

purpose of Snding a way to Sght them.”

Bioweapons expert Francis Boyle, who drafted the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of

1989, has also pointed out that many if not most BSL-4 labs are dual use: “They :rst develop the

offensive biological warfare agent and then they develop the supposed vaccine.”

Were Pathogens Secured or Not?

Nuland’s statement also raises another question. If the U.S. government feared the pathogens

could be used as weapons, why didn’t they secure them before the Russians went into Ukraine?

Carlson asks. Clearly, they knew it was going to happen. In fact, President Biden stated February

18 that he was “convinced” Putin would invade Ukraine.

March 11, 2022, Reuters  reported that the World Health Organization had advised Ukraine to

destroy high-threat pathogens to prevent “potential spills” were any of the facilities to be

bombed.

Curiously, the WHO declined to say when it made that recommendation. It also did not specify the

pathogens Ukraine labs might have. We also don’t know whether the Ukrainians complied with

the request.

What Are the Labs Actually Used For?

As reported by Carlson, initially, the Biden administration told members of Congress that the labs

in Ukraine were “designed to help the Ukrainians :ght tuberculosis” and “various livestock

diseases.”

Next, numerous news organizations published “fact checks” stating that the U.S. Department of

Defense (DoD) has worked with Ukraine to eliminate bioweapons, some of which were allegedly

left behind by the Soviet Union as far back as 2005. The labs are de:nitely not, however,

bioweapons labs, they claim.

“That makes sense,” Carlson says. “But wait; 2005 — that was 17 years ago. How long

does it take to eliminate Soviet bioweapons? Seventeen years seems like a long time.

With 17 years and ample funding from Congress you can probably remove and catalogue

every grain of sand on Waikiki Beach.

And yet, somehow, over that same time period, 17 years, the Pentagon has not Snished

removing test tubes from Soviet era freezers ... When was the Pentagon planning on

Snishing this important job?”

Narrative No. 2

Perhaps because the :rst alibi didn’t make sense upon closer redection, a small correction to the

narrative was then rolled out by CNN, which claimed that the labs in Ukraine exist to “secure” —

not eliminate — old Soviet bioweapons. But to Carlson, that explanation still doesn’t ring quite

true. What does it mean to “secure” bioweapons, and why has it taken 17 years? Moreover,

Carlson adds:

“If these are just old Soviet bioweapons, why is Victoria Nuland so worried they’ll wind up

in the hands of old Soviet, which already presumably has these very same weapons?

They probably don’t need more. It’s absurd, when you think about it.”

Narrative No. 3

Then, the third narrative was rolled out, again by CNN. In a live coverage, CNN showed Russian

video footage from 2015, which claimed the U.S. was running biological facilities in Ukraine and

Georgia, and were responsible for deadly outbreaks of disease among local livestock.

According to CNN, this story has been “a key part of Russia’s disinformation campaign” to justify

its invasion of Ukraine. However, “the claims were debunked several years ago,” CNN states,

“when in 2020 the U.S. issued a statement to set the record straight.”

According to that 2020 statement, the facilities were for “vaccine development” and “to report

outbreaks of dangerous pathogens before they pose security or stability threats.”

Incriminating Interview

So, did the U.S. fund these labs to help Ukraine combat tuberculosis? Or was it to eliminate

former Soviet bioweapons? Was it to “secure” Soviet bioweapons? Or to aid the Ukrainians with

vaccine development?

Perhaps it’s all of those things. Or none of them. As reported by Carlson, the day after Russia

invaded Ukraine, the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists interviewed  Dr. Robert Pope, director of

the DoD’s Cooperative Threat Reduction program.  Pope has in fact been in charge of securing

former Soviet weapons of mass destruction over his 30-year career.

While Pope insisted that the Ukraine labs “conduct peaceful scienti:c research and disease

surveillance,” he also made some interesting statements that raise questions and allow for

alternative interpretation. Here’s an excerpt highlighted by Carlson:

“The pathogens in Ukrainian labs vary by facility, Pope said, but some can be

characterized as presenting a concern in the Ukrainian environment. As an example, he

cited African swine fever virus, which is highly contagious in pigs and has caused

hundreds of outbreaks in Ukraine since 2012.

Some labs, he said, may hold pathogen strains left over from the Soviet bioweapons

program, preserved in freezers for research purposes. ‘There is no place that still has any

of the sort of infrastructure for researching or producing biological weapons,’ Pope said.

‘Scientists being scientists, it wouldn’t surprise me if some of these strain collections in

some of these laboratories still have pathogen strains that go all the way back to the

origins of that program.’”

So, in other words, according to Pope, the Ukraine labs may still have former Soviet bioweapons

in their freezers — and, “scientists being scientists,” they don’t want to destroy those bioweapons.

They want to keep them and use them for research purposes.

When you put those statements together, don’t you end up with “they may be doing bioweapons

research”? And if the U.S. is funding such endeavors, doesn’t that mean the U.S. is funding

bioweapons research in Ukraine?

Signs of Guilt?

During a March 16, 2022, War Room interview, guest host Peter Navarro asked Dr. Robert Malone,

“Why do you think we are funding biolabs in Ukraine and Wuhan?”

Malone’s hypothesis is that the “federal government of the USA, speci:cally NIAID/HHS and

DTRA/DoD, are offshoring risk and legal liability, and trying to circumvent congressional oversight

concerning activities that we know we should not be doing.”  In a Substack article, published that

same day, Malone also made the following observation:

“U.S. politician Tulsi Gabbard (a WEF ‘young leader’ trainee whose WEF webpage was

recently removed) raised concerns on Twitter regarding the ‘Biolabs’ issue and was

immediately attacked by Mitt Romney (Senator, Utah, Uniparty).

Romney used Twitter to state ‘Tulsi Gabbard is parroting false Russian propaganda. Her

treasonous lies may well cost lives’ ... Here is the text of what constitutes “treasonous

lies” according to Mitt.

‘There are 25+ US-funded biolabs in Ukraine which if breached would release & spread

deadly pathogens to US/world. We must take action now to prevent disaster.

US/Russia/Ukraine/NATO/UN/EU must implement a ceaseSre now around these labs

until they’re secured & pathogens destroyed.’

As far as I am concerned, Mitt calling Tulsi Gabbard ‘treasonous’ for pointing out

undeniable facts of the well documented US-sponsored Ukrainian biolabs is a tell. If this

was a nothingburger, he would have called her a ‘crazy conspiracy theorist’ or some

version of that.

But instead he essentially called her a traitor to her country for stating the truth. That is

the behavior of someone who is caught in a lie. The words, strategies and tactics

(propaganda, gaslighting, character assassination) being used by this administration are

most consistent with attempts to hide guilt.”

Why Was This Notice Deleted?

Another :nding that has fueled suspicions that the U.S. government is not being transparent

about the Ukraine labs include the inexplicable scrubbing of an article announcing then-Senator

Barack Obama leading an effort to build a biolab capable of handling “especially dangerous

pathogens” in Ukraine, back in 2005.

It’s unclear exactly when the announcement was deleted, but as of August 26, 2017, it was

gone.  As reported by The National Pulse:

“Originally posted on June 18th, 2010, the article ‘Biolab Opens in Ukraine’  details how

Obama, while serving as an Illinois Senator, helped negotiate a deal to build a level-3 bio-

safety lab in the Ukrainian city of Odessa.

The article ... also highlighted the work of former Senator Dick Lugar ... ‘Lugar said plans

for the facility began in 2005 when he and then-Senator Barack Obama entered a

partnership with Ukrainian okcials ...

A 2011 report from the U.S. National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Anticipating

Biosecurity Challenges of the Global Expansion of High-Containment Biological

Laboratories explained how the Odessa-based laboratory ‘is responsible for the

identiScation of especially dangerous biological pathogens.’”

According to The National Pulse,  other reports reveal the Odessa-based lab in question was

constructed through a cooperative agreement between the U.S. DoD and the Health Ministry of

Ukraine. The collaboration reportedly focused on “preventing the spread of technologies,

pathogens, and knowledge that can be used in the development of biological weapons.”

The lab would also serve as an Interim Central Reference Laboratory and contain collections of

pathogens, including bacteria and viruses of the pathogenic groups 1 and 2, which include Ebola.

The scrubbed article is very short. No more than an announcement, really. On the surface, it

appears to con:rm the U.S. government’s current claim that — at least this particular lab — was

for the purpose of preventing the proliferation of bioweapons. When and why was it deleted? We

may never know. Hopefully, we’ll have better luck getting to the bottom of what kind of research,

really, the U.S. government has been funding in the Ukraine.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it
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SUFFERING, PAIN AND MASSIVE DESTRUCTION. MONEY AND POWER FOR THE WARLORDS. THE POINT IS THAT IN THIS WORLD OF

PSYCHOPATHS AND PARANOIDS WE HAVE A VOLCANO (biological and nuclear weapons) that can tin all over the world. NATO and the

rearmament of Germany con:rmed that for the United States the war in Europe was not entirely over. The “war to end the war” of

1914-1918 led to the war of 1939-1945, (World War II). What seems abundantly clear is that the US lied about funding research on

"dangerous pathogens" in secret biological laboratories in Ukraine, as leaked documents reveal. After 1945, for Russia, World War II

was over but for the United States, THE COLD WAR OF THE LEADERS IN WASHINGTON BEGAN.

The theory that Russia's defensive "Iron Curtain" constituted a military threat to the rest of Europe. Throughout the Cold War, the United

States devoted its science and industry to building a massive arsenal of lethal weapons, wreaking havoc without achieving American

victory in Korea or Vietnam. But the military defeat did not cancel the ideological victory of the United States. The greatest triumph of

US imperialism's strategy has been the spread of its SELF-JUSTIFYING IMAGES AND IDEOLOGY, MAINLY IN EUROPE.

Under a 2005 agreement between the US and Ukraine, representatives of the US Department of Defense are authorized to participate in

all activities related to Ukrainian facilities, and Ukraine is prohibited from disclosing information that the US determine as “sensitive”.

Public information shows that dozens of biological laboratories in Ukraine were operated on the orders of the US Department of

Defense, that the US has invested more than $200 MILLION IN THESE LABORATORY ACTIVITIES, AND THAT THE INVESTIGATION OF

THE US AIMED TO ESTABLISH MECHANISMS FOR THE COVERT SPREAD OF DEADLY VIRAL PATHOGENS.
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Zhao Lijian, the spokesman for the Chinese ministry, pointed out directly that the US response to the problem so far has been

contradictory and confused. The United States is the only country that opposes the establishment of a veri:cation mechanism

for the BWC. At the same time, for decades, the US has been accusing other countries of not complying with the treaty, and even

sanctioning and using force against these countries.“WHEN IT HAPPENS TO THE US, IT EVADES INSPECTION, WHICH IS A

TYPICAL US DOUBLE STANDARD,” Zhao said. German and Ukrainian scientists conducted biological research on especially

dangerous pathogens in birds (2019-2020).

According to the project description, the main objective of this project was to carry out the sequencing of orthomyxovirus

genomes (causative agents of avian induenza), as well as to discover new viruses in birds. According to the Russian Ministry of

Defense, DTRA funded a similar project in Ukraine, UP-4, in 2020. The goal of the project was to investigate the potential for

especially dangerous pathogens that are transmitted via migratory birds, including highly pathogenic induenza. H5N1, whose

lethality for humans can reach 50%, as well as Newcastle disease.

The Ukrainian Ministry of Health denied experts from the scienti:c journal Problems of Innovation and Investment Development

access to Pentagon-funded biolaboratories. THE MINISTRY REJECTED THE SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL'S PROPOSAL AND DID NOT

ALLOW AN INDEPENDENT PUBLIC CONTROL GROUP OF EXPERTS TO SUPERVISE THESE BIO-LABORATORIES.

www.globalresearch.ca/chinese-fm-raises-six-key-questions-us-bio-labs-..  (03/16/2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/us-lied-about-funding-dangerous-pathogen-researc..  (03/24/2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/diana-johnstone-for-washington-war-never-ends/57..  (03/24/2022)
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Bottom line: President Putin probably saved the world from the nwo kabal. He is destroying the nwo satan worshipers and their

bio-labs where there is evidence of them creating extinction level bio-weapons. Time is coming shortly that worldwide 1776 is

going to have to commence before "they" release something that is going to wipe out every living thing on the planet.
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Gui, it seems to boil all down to one thing, everything has to be destroyed, in order to protect everything. Apparently, this is what

makes perfect sense to paranoid, psychopathic, sociopaths.
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Yes, yet another giant INVERSION: Putin may be trying to secure his borders at the same time rid the world of excess

bio-weapons labs.  Story is missing reports that neo-Naz*s apparently moved into Ukraine to train soldiers as early as the

mid-1990's and the Ukrainian govt is far from any democratic leanings. More stories of ethnic cleansing emerge, just to nail this

concept down. - - - People in the US govt. may know what's going on there, but we are not being told in any clear manner. Again,

its simply not reported. And it smacks of Iraq all over again, in the opposite stance. Nothing to see in Ukraine, WMDs in more

than a handful of labs from Ebola to bird du to smallpox, so just move along? - -  Then this comes out, food as a vaccine? "Big

Pharma Whistleblower Warns Engineered Food Will Be Used As Vaccines" - - www.bitchute.com/.../xDtAgm5SKjap  - chew on

these morsels?
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More like the ss had its training center & stronghold in Western Ukraine during WWII and never left, the same corporatist powers

puppeting both boogeyman, strawman arms of the Whore.  Their occult symbols are all over the propaganda. And Russia was

manipulated to the ends of those same. Its antichrist tyrants receiving the glass co/n worship & adoration as any Pharoah,

Emperor, Pope, or man-and-devils' crafted 'saint'. Those coverted & taken to the US for their 'knowledge' by the likes of

Eisenhower, Dulles etc....& who General Patton would have exposed if the Lord had not willed judgment via that means, the

manifestation of men's true :rst love, were set in coverted traitorous station in the US, in NATO and the UN to work their de:ling,

corrupting works.

Patton, a pagan exposing pagans & pretenders was not to be.  The lump is almost fully leavened. Now the Romish Babylonian

NATO & UN, w/their 'foundations'& cults of men& devils,are likely to morph into the Romish Babylonian EU whore riding the

beast& long foretold. Meanwhile there's a hook in Gog& Magog's jaw causing them to feel they have 'no choice' (as those taking

that coming mark will 'feel', being spiritually blind& lust driven only: 'causeth')& playing their self-serving part to that of the cursed

&judged acting out its part of the myth given it by the masters of craft.

The blind leading the blind, the deceiving& being deceived; but tho the Lord's people suffer tribulation in this life, their suffering

has an end,& they never suffer alone: Christ being all& in all. And the incorruptible& eternal to which we are sealed yet to come.

The door of grace appears to be closing, the corpse of dead Laodicea& the cursed Jezebel, MYSTERY, painting her face,tiring her

hair to no avail in the end rise&ride. False idolatrous Jehu to judge her, prove false,& be judged in his turn w/ his sons. If Putin's a

'hero': it is a hero of that sort, head of the idolatrous, changling captains of the host,& nothing more.
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The article below has been scrubbed a number of times. Readers and commenters should download a copy for future reference.

> > > Biolab opens in Ukraine by Tina Redlup on June 18, 2010

 web.archive.org/web/20110522081423/http:/www.bioprepwatch.com/news/213..  It's hardly a secret that the United States

operates biolabs in a number of offshore countries.
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Paul, are you buying in to their story? “The continuing cooperation of Nunn-Lugar partners has improved safety for all people

against weapons of mass destruction and potential terrorist use, in addition to advancements in the prevention of pandemics

and public health consequences,” Lugar said."  These labs appear as potential causes of pandemics, have been annual leaks from

bio-weapons labs worldwide. Or was this tongue-and-cheek?
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“My father thought of America as the last best hope for humanity. He believed we had a historical mission to be a paragon to the

rest of the world, to be about what human beings can accomplish if they work together and maintain their focus” - Robert

Kennedy, Jr. What do we have now? The condict raging in Ukraine is causing widespread devastation, but some observers warn

that we cannot lose sight of the fact that the country has also been implementing many of the hallmarks of the World Economic

Forum's Great Reset. Just two weeks before the system went live, a World Economic Forum summit hosted by the architect of

the Great Reset, Klaus Schwab, named Zelensky his Guest of Honor. The Ukrainian president's speech there included buzzwords

like "new normal."

He expressed his belief that international security needed to be rethought and that the current global institutions are not

e/cient. The World Economic Forum (WEF), which co-sponsored Event 201, the corona pandemic tabletop simulation together

with John Hopkins and the Gates Foundation in October 2019, participated in another strategic exercise titled Concept 2021.

 The latter is described as un: “International Capacity Building Initiative Aimed at Increasing Global Cyber Resilience” What they

describe is a scenario of economic and social chaos involving the disruption of communications systems, the Internet, :nancial

and monetary transactions (including SWIFT), the power grid, global transportation, commodity trading, etc., as well as possible

"geopolitical dislocations".
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We may recall that The Russian Communist/Socialist State was part of the Rockefeller elite plan to spread socialism, in many

forms, throughout countries around the world. Under the false guise of helping the oppressed establish a new and better world

for all, the socialist goal was, as usual, control from the top down. Supplying Russia with vital technology that it sorely lacked

would eventually produce the Cold War. That powerful matchup was a gigantic cash cow. It was also created as a threat to

Europe, which justi:ed the rise of the European Union---another grand Rockefeller/CFR/Bilderberg plan to further the covert

agenda of Socialist Globalism.

As Dr. Mercola reported, the WEF-backed Cyber Polygon simulations were organized by BI-ZONE, a group associated with the

Russian central bank. � Klaus Schwab included Vladimir Putin among the Young Global Leaders on multiple occasions. The

director of Sberbank, Russia's central bank, is a trustee of the WEF. While Russia is routinely threatened by the US and NATO, the

Russian Federation is a partner in this WEF initiative, which is largely dominated by Wall Street and the Western :nancial

establishment. Furthermore, the global food shortage caused by the Russian invasion is playing into the hands of the globalists.

As the :ght in Europe's breadbasket leaves many countries with grain shortages and rising fertilizer prices hit farmers in the US

and around the world, the costs of producing food shoots are transmitted to consumers at the grocery store..
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Speaking on an episode of “American Journal,” Harrison Hill Smith noted, “Once you have a shortage, you have rationing. Once

you have rationing, especially for... things like food, medicine, which they're also rationing now, basically you have total control.

As Dr. Mercola reported, humanity is in a new kind of capitalism, which he calls "stakeholder capitalism." The war in Ukraine is

causing a devastating collapse of the food, natural gas and fertilizer supply chain as the US and NATO push Russia into a new

war. The West :red the :rst weapon of mass destruction by disconnecting Russia's banks from the SWIFT :nancial system while

looting all of Russia's foreign exchange reserves held by the central banks of other nations.

Beck and co-author Justin Haskins have published a book outlining their opposition to what they call "the movement that could

:nally put out the dame of freedom in America." The future is worrying but let's hope that the people triumph over the oligarchies.

In the last link SHARYL ATTKISSON provides us with 15 biological weapons laboratories that on February 26, 2022, the o/cial

website of the embassy closed the links. rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022)

www.deseret.com/2022/3/11/22971239/how-russias-invasion-of-ukraine-has..  (03/11/2022).

www.globalresearch.ca/towards-another-devastating-worldwide-crisis-the..  (03/2022).

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/03/18/the-real-us-russian-connection-look..  (03/18/2022).

sharylattkisson.com/2022/03/list-of-ukraine-biolab-documents-reportedl..  (03/11/2022)
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It's a complicated story and Nuland has only touched the surface. Much of it started with the G.W Bush administration in 2005.

Go here - secularheretic.substack.com/.../quick-update   to see the 2005 nondisclosure document that Ukraine signed with the

US, promising to never say anything about the development of bioweapon labs there by the Pentagon. To read about the primary

players, go here - secularheretic.substack.com/p/black-and-veatch-metabiota-hunter?s=r
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I have come to the conclusion that all who enter politics are liars. Maybe that is why God did not want Israel to have a king? Look

what happened when they had one.
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The Pentagon reportedly controls bioweapons labs in some 25 different countries, including Ukraine. The others are located in

Georgia, Iraq, Jordan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, Philippines, Kenya,

Uganda, Tanzania, Cameroon, Senegal, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, South Africa and Côte d'Ivoire. All of these US biolabs exist

thanks to a $2.1 billion military program run by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA). The program itself is called the

Cooperative Biological Engagement Program (CBEP). In the former Soviet Union country of Ukraine, the Pentagon funds 11

shocking bio-labs through the Department of Defense (DoD) Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA). Contrary to what its name implies,

DTRA does not reduce threats; create more of them by funding new biolabs. “Ukraine has no control over military bio-laboratories

on its own territory,” reports the Exploring Real History blog.

“According to the 2005 Agreement between the US Department of Defense and the Ukrainian Ministry of Health, the Ukrainian

government is prohibited from publicly disclosing sensitive information about the US program, and Ukraine is required to transfer

pathogens dangerous to the US Department of Defense (DoD). for biological research.

exploringrealhistory.blogspot.com/2022/03/us-ran-gruesome-bioweapon-re..  (01/03/2023) An investment :rm founded by

Hunter Biden provided funds to US bioweapons labs in Ukraine. The revelation came amid US o/cials initially denying and

eventually admitting the presence of such facilities in the besieged country.

100percentfedup.com/breaking-hunter-biden-investment-:rm-invested-in-..  (10/03/2022)
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We should not trust China, we should not trust Russia, we should not trust the US govt. So where do we go? Russia is not a nice

place to visit, and it is not due to the people or the attractions. Watch your belongings in Russia. My friend had thousands of

dollars of expensive equipment removed at a seminar he gave which had nothing to do with politics. It was a meditation seminar.

He was not able to get it back.
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Very true Sue. The political and economic war is a consequent part of the invasion of Ukraine by Russia. The :rst Great

Economic War' of the century the whole world is going to suffer. The World Economic Forum, which co-sponsored Event 201, the

corona pandemic tabletop simulation together with John Hopkins and the Gates Foundation in October 2019, participated in

another strategic exercise titled Concept 2021. The latter is described as a: “ International Capacity Building Initiative Aimed at

Increasing Global Cyber Resilience” What they describe is a scenario of economic and social chaos involving the disruption of

communications systems, the Internet, :nancial and monetary transactions (including SWIFT), the power grid, global

transportation, commodity trading, etc., as well as possible "geopolitical dislocations".

The European Union has barred seven Russian banks from the SWIFT messaging system that support global transactions, as

part of its sanctions over the Russian invasion. a heavy blow to the country's :nances and trade by hindering its oil and gas

exports, among other damages. But this decision could also harm Western companies doing business with Russia and even

weaken the international :nancial system based on the dollar standard.

Russia, for its part, calls the unprecedented Western sanctions "economic warfare." President Vladimir Putin's United Russia

Party has called for criminal liability for those responsible for the companies that are obeying the sanctions. The Russian

government has also drawn up a list of products whose export from Russia will be prohibited until the end of this year. These are

200 items, including vehicles, railway locomotives and medical equipment. Moscow is also planning to impose new export bans

on wheat, sugar and corn.
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The economic cost of a major military offensive can easily get out of hand when the war extends beyond original calculations.

Although it is impossible to know what Vladimir Putin had in mind when he decided to invade Ukraine on February 24, one of the

hypotheses that is repeated among experts is that the Kremlin was betting on a quick military operation. The main brands and

companies have left the country, the largest funds divest, the ruble is sunk and Moscow has imposed a corralito on the dollars

that can be withdrawn from the ATM. Russian banks have been disconnected from the payment system, the country's reserves

abroad have been frozen, and the properties of millionaires who support Putin's authoritarian regime are being persecuted. This

economic war will pass an economic bill to the whole world.
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Biowarefare labs schwabs... more globalist diversion theatre... whose got the biolabs ww shell game theatre glurge.  Are you

ready for the global cabal’s ‘Plan B’? With Covid now a fading memory, phase two of the Great Reset will surely ‘get your attention’

This isn’t a rhetorical question unfortunately. leohohmann.com/2022/03/24/blackrock-ceo-and-wef-globalist-larry-:nk-s..  ║

leohohmann.com/2022/03/08/are-you-ready-for-the-global-cabals-plan-b-w..  ║

halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/again-refere..  ║

thecovidblog.com/2022/03/14/another-conspiracy-theory-comes-true-as-bi..    Looks like we’re at the cusp of, “We’re… Here…”

lights... internet... out... including physically... for the great many.
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Not wanting to appear unfashionable, I thought it was time to retire my trendy front-yard sign, the one that had “Science is real” and

other vacuous platitudes, and instead proudly display a Ukrainian dag. Fortunately, I keep an extensive collection of world dags for just

such occasions. You can imagine my panic when I couldn’t :nd my Ukrainian dag… I had my dag of Uzbekistan, and my Kazakhstan and

Kyrgyzstan dags stored in their usual places, but just couldn’t :nd the one dag that would properly signal my virtue to my neighbors.

Yes, there are all sorts of other peoples in the world being attacked, but the Ukrainian matter is the authorized outlet for anyone wanting

to redexively express moral outrage on command rather than on principle.

And besides, I didn’t want anyone thinking I was an anti-vaxxer, a racists, a conspiracy theorist or, just generally, a contrarian who resists

being psyoped by the corporate media or its hidden overlords. I learned my lesson from covid: the o/cial story is usually right,

especially if it makes no sense and your internal alarms are blaring away. I never did :nd my Ukrainian dag, but I did the best I could

under the circumstances.

Now I enjoy sitting on my front porch watching the passersby stop to stare at the large Kyrgyzstan dag proudly waving high above my

garden. I can see they’re not quite sure what to make of it, or how to rate my virtue, but no one wants to confess their confusion. Many

of them can still conveniently hide behind their covid masks. I :gure I’ll just keep it hoisted up there for the entertainment, and it should

give me a head-start and plenty of time to practice virtue signaling without the crutch of a mask or yard sign… or Ukraine.
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Yes, David, the dags are the symbol of a nation, the pride of a people, but now the dags are the symbolic trophies of Lords of war,

paranoid psychopaths who follow the ideal that war is necessary, turning it into the way of life of its people, and that it has the

means and the authority to declare war. China, USA and Russia :ght for economic power and biological and nuclear weapons are

now the pride of a nation that defends its sovereignty when in reality they are the lords of war, of the suffering of a people who

have chosen them and as happens in Russia who blindly believe in these leaders based on propaganda.
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have chosen them and as happens in Russia who blindly believe in these leaders based on propaganda.

Russia is on the side of the same authoritarian regimes that have not changed in decades. A bitter dispute between the Russians

and their former brothers from Central Asia - especially from Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. The reason: linguistic and cultural

expression. Towns where the people are also outraged by the same things, a government that cannot be changed, corruption, the

unfair distribution of the country's wealth. The “war to end war” of 1914-1918 led to the war of 1939-1945, known as World War

II.

And that has never ended either, especially because for Washington it was the Good War, the war that El Siglo Americano waged.

The Cold War was its voluntary continuation by leaders in Washington. It was perpetuated by the theory that Russia's defensive

“Iron Curtain” constituted a military threat to the rest of Europe. The Ukraine war may be the world's greatest economic disaster

and also the end of the US reign. China and Russia :ght for economic hegemony.
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Since the war in Ukraine began with the Russian invasion, there are several symbols that are repeated endlessly on social

networks and photographs. From the Z drawn on Russian tanks, to the trident on the Ukrainian coat of arms. We detail what they

are and their meanings. The dag of Ukraine is made up of two horizontal stripes of equal proportion with the colors blue (top)

and yellow (bottom). The colors represent the blue of the sky and the yellow of the wheat :elds, redecting the importance of the

country in this crop (it is one of the largest exporters of cereals in the world). The coat of arms of Ukraine is made up of the

colors azur (dark blue) and gold, to which is added a trident, which is linked to a ruling dynasty in the 10th century.

The trident is known as the Tryzub, and is a Ukrainian paronomasia (two words that sound very similar) between the words

trident and freedom. In the :rst days of the invasion, military experts suggested that the "Z" and also the "V" on the Russian

military vehicles in Ukraine were signs of recognition of the battalions that had participated a few weeks earlier in the exercises

in Belarus: " Z" stands for Zapad (West) and "V" for Vostok (East). The most common are "Z", and in Russia that letter is now a

sign of support for the troops and the Putin regime. Many capitalize it within the words, so that it is clearly visible and T-shirts

with the "Z" begin to be sold.
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what side to be on is so confusing and a fulltime job knowing what and how to think but thankfully in the land of the free we have

guidance from our leaders and other greater than us analysts on how to navigate the always shifting sands of what side to be on.

If that sentence seems circular, it's because it is.  https://youtu.be/toGMjVVhkiM
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No worries Darzoum they're already hawking how catching the newest 'variant' is so maybe you can get a stylish new face diaper

all decked out in the proper dag design.
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nice link epi-cure - JP was spot on in this segment
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When every country, corporation, media, society and the entire world is built upon deception, why do you need to be on any side?
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David; Intelligent 'and' witty! It seems to be a rare combination these days. Do you think the local media might do a reprint of that

for its deluded and confused readers?
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Darzoum - Great idea, but I think I need a taller dag pole. Lots of dags to hang.  My favorite dag is the dag of the bamboozle.  It

has almost universal allegiance. ----- “One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we

tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle. We’re no longer interested in :nding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us.

It’s simply too painful to acknowledge, even to ourselves, that we’ve been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you

almost never get it back.” Carl Sagan.
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epi-cure, nice link, Did you also watch this one? "Why is Ukraine the West's Fault? Featuring John Mearsheimer" -

https://youtu.be/oBeN1wdRy4s  - its had 24 million views since Sept 25, 2015 - at the college level? And here's a new one as of

3-days ago, audio only: Booknotes+ Podcast: John Mearsheimer on Ukraine, International Relations, and the Military -

https://youtu.be/JrMiSQAGOS4  - may also be available on c-span.
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Hi Darzoum, Apparently still perfectly :ne to be a warmonger, beat those drums of war!! (and help the US economy as war is

always big business), whereas its not socially acceptable to be an anti-vaxxer. These days, No longer much of a difference using

vaxx's as weapons - don't ya think?
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Will someone please design the Bamboozle Flag? I also need one for the Church of the Holy Mackerel.
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Darzoum! I love your sense of humor! LOL I hope more people keep waking up to HOW mainstream is still, seeming endlessly,

projecting their contrived hoopla-derived lie-ideas into manifestation. And people, in-between their own confused self-identities,

accept the latest thought-provoking-image-product to wear on their retinal matter... and then project such mindset on every

material exteriorization.  I oft imagine people waking up in the morning and their looking-forward to what "the world" is going to

tell them to BELIEVE IN, and invest their valuable Consciousness into FEEDING THE NEVERENDING LIE-IDEAS perpetrated into

their ectoplasmic soul-form IMPERSONATORS.
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Brandon's assertion that Putin may use chemical weapons...according to "classi:ed" intelligence... sounds eerily like the WMDs

dreamed up by neocons in '03! The same neocons who have always been wrong, lied continuously and squandered trillions/killed

millions are still littering the media with their war talk. It's time these scum were skimmed from the stew.
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These laboratories are only part of the fact that we are facing a potential danger. The nuclear threat is a fact. Currently, there are

12,705 recognized nuclear warheads in the world, distributed among nine different countries, Russia: 5,977 Russia is the country

with the most nuclear warheads. Much of this capability dates back to the time of the Soviet Union, which began work on its

nuclear weapons program in the 1940s. USA: 5,428. The US nuclear power will also be remembered in history for the bloodshed

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where two nuclear bombs launched by the North American country killed tens of thousands of

Japanese.

China: 350. China maintains a commitment not to resort to nuclear weapons unless another country attacks its territory :rst.

Something that Russia and the US are not committed to. France: 290. United Kingdom: 225. Pakistan: 165. India: 160. Israel: 90.

North Korea: 20 The US has been trying for years to curb North Korea's weapons growth. However, the efforts of George W. Bush,

Barack Obama, Donald Trump and Joe Biden have been in vain, and the Asian country continues to strengthen its arsenal.
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On February 27, Vladimir Putin ordered the activation of his nuclear arsenal as a measure of pressure in the war between Russia

and Ukraine. The president of the Russian country wants to use nuclear weapons as an element of deterrence, pressure and

threat to the NATO countries and Ukraine. Russia's nuclear threat suggests that the so-called 'Tsar Bomb' could be a weapon of

mass destruction that is 3,800 times more powerful than the nuclear bomb that devastated Hiroshima in 1945. It is a hydrogen

fusion bomb that was tested during the Cold War, speci:cally on October 30, 1961. The effect was felt more than 1,000

kilometers from the epicenter of its explosion, it reached 64 kilometers in height and 100 kilometers in diameter from end to end.

The energy from these hydrogen bombs is released by :ssion and secondary :ssion, that is, the energy is released when the

nuclei of atoms combine or fuse together to form a larger nucleus. This reaction makes the explosion more powerful. The bomb

that was dropped in 1961 had a power of 50 megatons, was eight meters long and weighed 27 tons. Currently, Russia wants to

experiment with this 100 megaton Tsar Bomb for a higher level of destruction.
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Meanwhile all of Brandon's cronies in the Military industrial complex are licking their chops at all the huge $$$ making re-build

construction of the Ukraine to be needed. My guess is the taxpayer here in America foots most of this again...
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forbidden, its such a stew of former lies and manipulations. - - - -speaking of Stew, Stew Peters did a great short video on this

topic earlier this week, over the years how many lies have we been told? Nicaragua, Iraq 1, Iraq 2, 20-years in Afghanistan (with a

ridiculous exit that looked similar to how frantically Saigon was exited) all in the excuse the US was spreading democracy???

Taxpayers were handsomely funding defense contractors for years. In all likelihood, Brandon et al (G7 world leaders and more)

are outwardly showing great concern, one possible end game may be for Ukraine to release the damn weapons WMDs in Ukraine

and blame this release on the Russians?  Here's the :rst: "Lara Logan: "Empire of Lies" Exposing Ukraine, Covid, NWO, WEF and

Media" - - - www.bitchute.com/.../FoiW4CuTJ3o3  - - - - - and here's Stew interviewing David Martin: STEW PETERS-DR.DAVID

MARTIN- HUMANS ARE BECOMING BIO-WEAPON FACTORIES AFTER JAB! - -www.bitchute.com/.../I3Fu9FCKy8Zq
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Thanks Gui...Nice to know the end will be quick and clean.,.....Rrrreal...Lies are U.S.,.....Brodie....Not just Brandon & Son, but a list

of all our bigshots'/sons in the biggest money laundering scheme of all time...Treasury dollars, sales of weapons, US

corporations, resources, properties and induence to foreign players circle back into their family pockets.
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My body lies over the ocean, my body lies over the sea? Bonnie, Body, what's the diff?
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Yes forbidden. Be afraid. Be very afraid is the mantra of the minions and mercenaries of the billionaire class. It is highly unlikely

that any bio-lab can outdo what nature has been doing for a billion years. The evolution of pathogens and parallell evolution of

immune reponses predates the Cambrian explosion 541 million years ago. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/10573054  A healthy, well

nourished human can survive any pathogen. The real problem is not created "bio-weapons" it is wide spread, purposeful

malnourishment.

Monsanto has killed and injured many more than the Pentagon and Kremlin combined. Read Seneff's "Toxic Legacy". It is

horrifying. I could only read about 15 minutes at a time. The insane military mind has funded bio-weapon research forever. In

1963 a professor told me he was offered his own lab and unlimited funding to make bioweapons at Fort Detrick. That was 1957.

He declined, but thought he could create a self mutating deadly bug. Sort of like Covid & all other biology.

Remember the "weaponized" anthrax from Fort Detrick that sickened 22 and killed 7 would have infected and killed many more if

it was truly effective. Perhaps those affected were, like those who died from Covid, poorly nourished and with comorbidities. Still

the fear generated served its intended purposes. The War Powers Act was passed to allow all the atrocities in the Middle East.

The anthrax vaccine forced on the troops made big money for Big Pharma. The fear generated even, among the well informed,

allows the 99% to be controlled.

I wonder how many times the 99% are going to be subjected to this manufactured fear before industrial Corporate civilization

collapses. It will. When is unknown but probably sooner than projected. I was born nine months to the day after Xmas Eve 1941

so have been living in the shadow of the mushroom cloud since consciousness. I went to Cal to become a nuclear chemist but

dropped out due to the Missile Crisis & Vietnam. Making pizza was more ful:lling.
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aksker...Monsanto/pharma/chemicals struck :rst along with empty foods by destroying bacteria in soils and guts...If health

starts in the soil/gut biome, industrialized populations were set-up to fail when "germ theory" war was declared on all microbes,

immune evolution and that essential symbiosis!
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Yet another failed worldwide experiment? Then we get way more clot/kill shots? The funding must be good, cause they keep at it,

till when? what's gonna stop this line of thinking - dangerous war strategies they play? Playing to atomic waste may be

considered child's play by comparison.
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'You didn't see me - you didn't catch me - you can't prove anything!' What? Oh, those are leftover bioweapons from the Soviet era. 'Yeah,

that's the ticket.' Huh? Well, how about we are just helping “secure” former Soviet bioweapons. Oh jeeez, what the hell, Fauci needs

more labs for diagnostic and biodefense, and, and, and they’re used for vaccine development. Damn it, it's not our fault....um, the cat did

it.
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I agree with you other than you're a few animals shy.
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Perhaps JUST, we should blame greed, the desire for economic power, the historical translation and the fear that others have

more weapons for the warlords. The Pentagon reportedly controls bioweapons labs in some 25 different countries, including

Ukraine. The others are located in Georgia (the country), Iraq, Jordan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Laos, Thailand, Vietnam,

Cambodia, Malaysia, Philippines, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Cameroon, Senegal, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, South Africa and

Côte d'Ivoire. All of these US biolabs exist thanks to a $2.1 billion military program run by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency

(DTRA). The program itself is called the Cooperative Biological Engagement Program (CBEP).

 exploringrealhistory.blogspot.com/2022/03/us-ran-gruesome-bioweapon-re..  (01/03/2023)
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Good old craft taquiya and mental assent.
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the tale of two countries - Orwell predicted that the planet would continually shift between a alternate condicts that involve the West /

Russia / China in 1948 just after WW 2 ended - this prediction has transpired - because, it is generally accepted that in a war situation

the battle to win control of what is thought {the minds and hearts} becomes paramount - hence, the Total War concept that Goebbels

engaged in - pageantry and co-opted Leni Rieffenstahl to glorify Nazidom and hero worship the Death's Head as the pagan messiah -

Goebbels proved that with the use of propaganda slaves could be manipulated into believing the tallest of lies - authorities that seek

power in order to conduct malevolence remain impressed by Goebbels achievements - hence the "play on words" that accompanies the

present distraction - historically in line with Goebbel's initiatives of lies and conditioning
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Yes, Stan, propaganda is the basis that dictators use to hide the true motives of their actions. Putin's propaganda in his speech to

the Russian people wants to justify his actions belying him. The propaganda of the European countries and the US is to de:ne

Putin as a war criminal and the facts are giving part of the reason, although there are many factors involved. The causes of a war

are complex, but the economic power and security of a country are always in struggle. The underlying US nuclear doctrine and

that of many countries such as France and Russia is to present nuclear weapons as a means of “self-defense” and not as a

“weapon of mass destruction”.

In addition, there are powerful :nancial interests behind it that are linked to the $1.3 trillion nuclear weapons program launched

under the Obama presidency. Putin has decided to invade Ukraine as an attempt to prevent NATO expansion on Russian borders.

According to the Russian president, this has been a growing threat to Russian security since a Ukrainian government was formed

after an Obama-backed coup in 2014.
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In the institutional statement prior to the invasion, Vladimir Putin explained what the Russian government's intention was. "Its

goal is to protect people who are subjected to abuse and genocide by the kyiv regime for eight years, and for this we will seek to

demilitarize and denazify Ukraine," Putin said. In Europe, all the news focuses on Putin being a war criminal, NATO is denounced,

and the alliances that are convenient for it are defended, at the same time, the purchase of Russian gar is supported, which now

Putin wants to be paid in rubles, as monetary strategy.

While buying Russian gas, weapons are sent to defend Ukraine from the Russian invasion. Now the US is going to send lique:ed

gas to Europe, whose economic dependence on Russia is a more important battlefront than biological weapons laboratories.

Hypocrisy and propaganda want to justify the reasons for a war that is causing a lot of suffering and pain and that can end in a

world condict if the paranoid psychopaths do not cease their claims of diabolical hegemony.
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yeah Gui - this situation is a pile of DOG MANURE - I agree that depending on the psychopathy involved things could become

even worse - so much narcissistic ego and power play at stake - the personalities assume extreme importance - instead of wars

we could have Bden and Putin punch it out in the ring as watched on TV by all the Zombies - less damaging than national wars

and the main protaganists :ght each other to the death - this would be the end of warfare - nice post - thank you
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As a member of the Craft, he should have known. Manipulating schemers & those in collusion with evil, serving the impure &

unholy, corrupt god & spirit of this world can pull off looking like 'prophets' (more like 'pro:ts'/Balaamites) from time to time; &

especially if they sell out their brother to be su/ciently 'initiated' into the bloody 'secrets' & 'mysteries'. But it's folly to trust that

old father of lies & all the children of pride: because he's the unfaithful & the untrue. All those trusting that spirit & impure

'spirituality' to the end & without repentance die as Crowley: 'perplexed'; as Voltaire& Nietsche: stark raving mad & clawing the

walls, cursing & without peace w/ God then or forever; or their devils, after seducing, violating & possessing them,

Drive them to blowing their brains out or overdosing like Kurt Cobaine or Marilyn Monroe, good old Norma Jean who got more

than she bargained for, & who was right about one thing: 'It wasn't worth it'; suiciding & thinking to escape the madness, only

escaping nothing & simply hardening& forging their temporal chains & bitterness into eternal ones of their own willful choice &

the self-destructive behaviors of fornication, nakedness, self-mutilation & such as described of all those possessed of devils,

driven mad by deceitful & cunning, lying & familiar spirits.

Those who seek to be 'spiritual' need to try & prove the spirits, & not open themselves to any spirit but the Holy Spirit of Christ &

the Godhead if they would seek freedom indeed & eternal life: death to life, & corruption to incorrruption, w/ a share in the

inheritance of the Son; instead of death to death, .corruption to corruption, & a share in the inheritance of that old liar & usurper,

that beast & dragon, that Phoenix.  Wait until they actually get a load of that thing: hearts failing them for fear of what's coming

on the earth, dying to look upon him narrowly as written. Talk about bitterness & bondage, self-forged chains.
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We need to start with spirituality and understanding ourselves to build character. Spend more time being grateful for what you do have

than feeling sorry for yourself for what you do not have. Many people survived the Great Depression and the shortages of WWII. Outline

your priorities, accordingly, and give them precedence.  During times of adversity, cling to what is fundamental—your faith, the

principles outlined in the constitution and the cycles of nature. You must do your best to survive and hang on without getting caught up

in distractions, such as substance abuse or bad behaviors… do not cause yourself further grief by placing obstacles between yourself

and your goals. You need to rise above.

Sometimes, you also need to distance yourself from what goes on in the rest of the world, both emotionally and physically. I know it

gets harder every day, but one does not want to remain close enough to a dame to get burned.  Learn by doing--something new

everyday--esp. practical skills. Be useful and productive. Don’t overthink a thing. Set goals and recognize what needs to be achieved

each step of the way. Then, get to work and keep working. Every step you achieve brings you closer to success, so do not be

discouraged by inevitable setbacks. They may also bring lessons. Be dexible and willing to adapt. A person who constantly moves

ahead eventually arrives.
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Yes, Almond many people will resort to strategies that can mitigate the evils of a war, mental and spiritual strength is needed and

seek independence to continue living, a land is needed to cultivate and get away from bombs and food supply, even

independence from energy factors such as dependence on gas and gasoline. As long as there are wars, the most disadvantaged

people will suffer while the globalist elite reasserts itself in power. The causes of wars are complex. In some cases, many

nations other than the US may have been responsible for more deaths, but the military and economic power of the United States

was crucial.

This study reveals that US military forces were directly responsible for between 10 and 15 million deaths during the Korean and

Vietnam wars and the two Iraq wars. The Korean War also includes Chinese deaths, while the Vietnam War also includes deaths

in Cambodia and Laos. the families and friends of these victims, it matters little if the causes were the military action of the

wars, the delegated military forces and other forms, such as the economic pressures applied by our nation.

They had to make decisions about other things, like :nding their lost loved ones, becoming refugees, and how to survive. And the

pain and anger spread even further. Some authorities estimate that there are as many as 10 wounded for every person who dies

in war. His visible and ongoing suffering is a constant reminder to his countrymen.

www.globalresearch.ca/us-has-killed-more-than-20-million-people-in-37-..  (03/24/2022)
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Almond, I like this perspective. It's easy for me to become caught up in the emotion and drama and the heated opinionating, to

make up a word. learn to be more constant and faithful to my own inner conscience beneath all that. It's not just trying to survive

and save myself or my family but to be constant to something deeper that isn't threatened and remains, or has always been

there. Saying that even though I've spent a lifetime trying to get ahead, and going in what I now see as a dead-end direction.  My

"useful and productive" includes growing a garden and being aware of my own misdirection. Trust in God, grow a garden and

share my own story.
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Well it ain't Irving Berlin but imagine, blink slowly and when you open your eyes you're sitting in a late 1920's Berlin burlesque that's

spoo:ng life with this tortured revision:   If you're yellow and blue, have I got a lab for you  Why don't you go where germ warfare sits

 Putin's havin' :ts   Vlady's a thug Hunter's dad cries  While all his labs meet their demise  Air strikes in a blitz    Actor Zalenskyy ain't he

quite the trooper  With Putin's foot planted squarely up his pooper  Sheep back home are mental hicks  Falling for the media's fake

photo tricks  Kiev's in a :x  

Have you seen Vic tori a Nuland  Trying to convince me and you and  That those labs are Russian over there  That's why we must now

be scared  Globalists' phony holler  Fake just like the fading dollar  In decline gone forever any time   So if you're blue over the Ukraine

child tra/cking zoo  Know that Putin sees it that way too  And that he might not call it quits  Till it's all on the fritz  With Soros in the pits

 And Putin's on the ritz.   swisscows.com/video/watch?query=puttin%20on%20the%20ritz&id=40F74F..
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We should all stop using the euphemisms favored by dunkies carrying water for deep state. These are germ warfare labs. Period. And,

yes, I believe they are all over Ukrainian territory as well as that of other lands once part of the Soviet empire. What is more, I think

Russia is justi:ed to fear these germ warfare labs as well as the encirclement of its borders by an increasingly bellicose and

ever-expanding NATO. (There's really very little left of the "ATLANTIC" part of NATO. Instead, it's the world's largest military alliance and

one of the greatest threats to world peace. We should disband this outdated organization posthaste.)
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I worked for 15 yrs in non-pro:t focused on infectious diseases/pathogens and health policy. Mostly with a national focus but some

included International work. There are BSL-4 labs all over the world, including the US. When we signed a treaty to stop working on bio

weapons, the US shifted the work to universities. The CDC has one BSL-4 lab in Atlanta. My parents would frequently complain about

their doctor visits to Emory, which is next door to the CDC lab, when they shut down streets surrounding them because of a breach in

safety. Frequently!! There’s no such thing as complete containment.

 www.cdc.gov/ncezid/dhcpp/hcl-50/high-containment-laboratories.html
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Someone mentioned in the blog last week or the week before, that there's a lab leak at least 1 time per year, somewhere in the

world. On one report (from Dr Lee Merritt) she found info that the Ukranians were testing these weapons on their own animals

and people. There's also evidence of US workers at at least 1 of the Ukranian labs. Add to that, according to what Reiner

Fuellmich/Viviane Fischer learned from a Croatian hedge fund manager, there is evidence of ethnic cleansing having occurred in

Ukraine, and streets in their capital being renamed. What's not to like?
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So Putin's madly bombing his own Biolabs according to one of these pass the misinformation news services?!!!
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Hi Retsbew, in the war against Ukraine economic, political, historical interests and the defense of the sovereignty of a culture and

a nation intersect. In the institutional statement prior to the invasion, Vladimir Putin explained what the Russian government's

intention was. "Its goal is to protect people who are subjected to abuse and genocide by the kyiv regime for eight years, and for

this we will seek to demilitarize and denazify Ukraine," Putin said. In Europe, all the news focuses on Putin being a war criminal,

NATO is denounced, and the alliances that are convenient for it are defended, at the same time, the purchase of Russian gar is

supported, which now Putin wants to be paid in rubles, as monetary strategy.

While buying Russian gas, weapons are sent to defend Ukraine from the Russian invasion. Now the US is going to send lique:ed

gas to Europe, whose economic dependence on Russia is a more important battlefront than biological weapons laboratories. In

addition, Russian bombing is highly accurate even when they want to kill civilians to discourage the Ukrainian people. One of the

main demands of Vladimir Putin to the Atlantic Alliance to prevent the invasion of Ukraine was the refusal for the Ukrainian

country to be part of the organization.

Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, several Eastern European countries such as the Baltic republics (Estonia, Latvia and

Lithuania) that were once part of the USSR are now NATO member states. In Russia they see NATO as a related organization that

defends the interests of the United States in the region, so an expansion of the organization that includes Ukraine would mean

limiting Russia's sovereignty and induence over the country to a minimum.
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Another point is found in Ukraine's rapprochement with the European Union, especially in 2013, when the association agreement

between the EU and the Ukrainian country was signed, and which was later ordered to be suspended by the Ukrainian president,

Víctor Yanukovych. . A suspension that caused the call for demonstrations and the division between pro-Russian and

pro-European. Putin blames the modern Ukrainian authorities for the direction the country has taken after these events. "We will

never allow our historical territories and the people close to us who live there to be used against Russia. And to those who

undertake such an attempt, I would like to say that in this way they will destroy their own country." In addition, he pointed out to

the current leaders that what he calls "hatred of Russia" is taking root in Ukraine. Putin defended the indispensable role Russia

played in Ukraine's economic and social development, arguing in his speech that both Russia and Ukraine form a single

economic system.
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right Rets! Putin is bombing his won bio labs, makes perfect sense.  I get it now.
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Ha ha, really! (rolling eyes)
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Millions, perhaps even billions, of people around the world distrust the US (government) implicitly and absolutely. This means that they

believe nothing that the US says, assuming that it is lying, obfuscating, and distorting what little truth, if any, is in its statements. Why?

Because of its history of how it has treated countries and individuals around the world, even if own citizens, for decades. It has created

wars and condicts in numerous parts of the world, it has funded and nurtured terrorist organisations that it has used for its purposes,

and it has mistreated and tortured thousands of individuals, and continues to do so.

No other country in the world has such a devastating track record of abuse and cruelty - not even China, Russia, or N.Korea. Most

importantly, the intentions of the US government have never been honourable - it has no respect for democracy, human and civil rights,

sovereignty of other countries, and rule of law. It is so corrupt, and dare I say, evil, that it considers itself above any and all laws, and

morally justi:ed in its actions and behaviour. Just like all empires that rot and decay from the inside before collapse.
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Yes, but eventually it will collapse and the time is near. It will start to collapse economically :rst. China will take over but I don't

expect to be evil, regardless how much we all loath Communism. It will be better, than the Great Reset for sure.
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i think Iran has a continuing problem with the USA
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But wait a minute. Hold on there. Don't most Americans run around with dags proclaiming: "God bless America "? Gee, maybe

there are a lot more sheeple in this country than people realize! Like I have always said "America needs to start blessing God!"

Canadians are waking up to the fact their government is not benevolent and they are not free. When will Americans do the same

and realize they live in the Land of the Fee and Home of the Slave?
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Galeforce, contrary to what you just expressed, the USA has total allegiance and respect for "democracy", this is why in the US we

are bombed by the hour with a new poll showing this percent want this and this percent want that, and of course this is called

{democratic} conditioning. It takes a totalitarian government to respond quickly to these polls and other such democratic

demands, as the illegal occupant in the white house explained just last week. Words have meaning.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The lying, in:ltrating revisionists & perverts did their deceitful, de:ling, & dumbing down job well.  Ignorant fools thinking

themselves wise put themselves under the same managing craft liars & powers that in:ltrated, used, de:led, violated & betrayed

their last host as the parasites that they are. They will be betrayed, sucked dry, & learn in their turn, & with no place clean nor free

to dee to anywhere in this dying temporal: nor even having the hope of the blessing of God, rest & reprieve: only their false light,

their guttering candles & cisterns trying vainly to ape the light of the world & the fount of living waters.....then the darkness of

Hell & the Lake of Fire forever. Sulfur & brimstones the types for they burn steadily & darkly.

Agents of their own corruption & destruction, judgment overtaking them in ever quickening, ever increasing waves of tyranny as

the pangs of childbirth....delivering the beast & its system, their own destruction. The whirlwind. YAY! for the 'winners' of such a

'prize'. HURRAH for those 'survivors', the fools, the dupes of Lucifer/Satan, the impure spiritual harlots who think they're 'getting

away' with something, being used as chastening & consequential rods in the Lord's hands, then broken & judged in their turn.

Taken in the nets they spread for others, and :nding that their webs and :lthy rags, and the betrayed & slain innocence & blood of

others will not cover, & will be found woefully insu/cient in that Day.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The de:ling and revisionism was purposeful. The collapse was crafted. And the psych-craft & technocracy was perfected behind

the Iron & Bamboo Curtains by the same managing craft tyrants, global corporatists, men of empire ambitions w/ delusions of

divinity & superiority. What the Chinese people suffered & endured at their hands, the used & sucked dry host of the parasites will

also suffer: sharing the 'bliss' of the continued de:ling, dulling, managing, initiating, surveilling, lobotomizing, merchandising

fake reality, fake life, fake everything META that Google & DARPA w/ the CCP perfected? Some heaven on earth. Having nothing,

knowing nothing, not living....& with death & Hell yet to come. Oh, YAY.
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balhawk
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After what we've seen lately, it's clear enough what labs that are said to be for preventing the spread of bioweapons are REALLY for.
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wasting no words on endless paragraphs of philosophy, outsmarting the current US administration and military leaders is nothing to

brag about. It's like taking a butter knife to a gun:ght. Look at our track record since The Korean condict. More recently, in the latest

condict, we won't even save our own people with known medicine against a manufactured pathogen. You bad! Let's go Brandon.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh what tangled webs we weave when we practice to deceive! Someone is bound to make a mistake and reveal all no matter how much

we want to hide our actions. Better to be honest in the :rst place, then you do not have to worry about someone catching you in a lie.
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US Government Paid News
Media $1 Billion to
Promote Vaccines
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Dordee, yes, the governments that are subject to the oligarchy always speak deceitfully so that the people who have elected

them continue to believe in an honesty that has been sold to the globalist elites.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/25/2022 2:45:43 PM
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jocox22yahoo.com
Joined On 12/30/2021 10:51:10 AM
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It amazes me how the red headed vocal puppet can stand up in front of the press gallery and repatedly lie to them over and over again,

how can she sleep at night.!!!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A commiecRAT is incapable of feeling remorse. The narrative must be kept, moved forward at all costs. It's their reason to be.

Control and power is paramount.
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Mogrammy
Joined On 6/28/2007 5:18:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If true, why would this surprise anyone. The US was the :rst ever many years ago to formulate bioweapons in a lab. Others have

followed suit. This fact does not give Russia a pass to invade and destroy Ukraine. Nobody is without blame here for all their ugly and

illegal war activities. Wars have gone on since the beginning of time and no doubt will continue. The question still remains: Is man(or

woman) inherently good or evil?
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rel6213
Joined On 10/3/2021 1:06:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

However, it's the same people who claimed weapons of mass destruction & deadly spike bioweapons are the only path to

normalcy are the people claiming RUSSIA invaded Ukraine. Watch Oliver Stone's Ukraine on Fire before judging. 1) Ukraine IS the

most corrupt nation on the planet. That did NOT change 3 weeks ago. 2) Just about EVERYONE in Ukraine in related to or married

to a Russian. 3) US GOVERNEMENT money has been used since 2004 to pro:t US corporations & to harm Ukrainians. I'd be

interested to know if there has been ANY coup d-etat that the US has NOT created for its own bene:t.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What did JFK do when the Russian's threated nuclear warheads in Cuba? Shoot, they had already built a foundation with launch

pad, including a tower. LIttle difference except for the players, this time 'round.
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grilly111
Joined On 10/29/2020 10:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

UN population reduction program black swamp funded via Soros/WEF/DARPA/CIA/DOD&WHO
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The U.S. State Department has shrugged it off as “total nonsense,”2 and fact checkers have published countless “consensus

statements” emphatically denying the Russian claim over the past few weeks."...and the same with the legacy media. Therefor, I will

accept the existence of biolabs as fact! Not only biolabs to create pathogens; they are also working on programs to 'program' people's

DNA. This is already a huge business! "We are hacking the software of life" - That was your :rst 'clue'! There is a whole area of study,

concerning DNA and water.

Those, who would play God, are working overtime! www.sciencedaily.com/.../110426091122.htm  Okay; I got this far The U.S.

Department of Defense does not own or operate biological weapons labs in Ukraine. Under Secretary Nuland was referring to Ukrainian

diagnostic and biodefense laboratories during her testimony which are not biological weapons facilities. These institutions counter

biological threats throughout the country.” How dumb does a person have to be, to believe that gobblygook! Yeah; just like HAARP is

merely a "Weather Research Facility"! If you know the 'game', the truth is obvious! WHY CAN'T THIS SITE FIX THE PARAGRAPH

FORMATTING ISSUES?! Without the periods to the right of the U and S; it gives it a totally different meaning - "us"! I know the English

language quite well - thank you!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Randy, biological warfare, weapons of mass destruction, are within the Grat Reset, they are at the Davos summit, they are in

technocracy and transhumanism where arti:cial intelligence will be used to end humanity, instead of serving to the human being.

DNA will be modi:ed and patented, just as bioterrorist laboratories search for new lethal weapons. Dr. David Martin, told “Thrive

Time Show” host Clay Clark that mRNA vaccines against the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) are gene therapy designed to harm

people. The data that has been published clearly in the last few days that shows that mRNA enters the genome, modi:es the

genome, and it's not something that's just this innocent little shot that creates a spike protein and gives you a fever. and you have

the symptoms of COVID and you overcome them- “This is genetic engineering and genetic modi:cation, according to the

companies. And it is, in fact, gene therapy, designed to harm humanity and make it perpetually a slave to the continual

gene-editing fantasies of psychopaths.” www.brighteon.com/7935d642-24ff-43bb-8fda-181e0da87f2e
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Thanks, Gui. Once the patented process is introduced into the human body; they are no longer human. They are now the property

of the patent holders. Although, that's a hard pill to swallow - it's a fact. Unless they are already working with self-spreading

mRNA nanobot shots (which is more than likely), I'm happy to say that my genome is still intact. Thank you for the Dr. David

Martin link. I always look forward to what he has to say.
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Funny, Randyfast, it's like what they did to the free& independent local churches still free members of the body of Christ& headed

by Christ: tricking them as the serpent the woman into the Babylonian order of the builders& their illegit authority, into the snare

of those who've rejected the chief cornerstone: luring them w/ 'yea hath God said' perverted Bible & Jesuit craft critical

textualism; 'ye shall not surely die', & luring them w/ bribes, 'deals'& favors: lust of the eyes, lust of the desh, the pride of life, &

trapping them in incorporations having Christ no longer their head, but under State& de facto popery, antichrist powers& Man

dei:ed usurping his place & taking authority over those who were foolish enough to trust them& their 'deals'& 'special favors'.

 It's Aryan craft hearkening back thru Rome, Greece, Persia, Babylon & Egypt to the tower of Nimrod at Babel: of that old Dragon,

the 'Brahman's of the calf-BULL, the Pope& false ladder& bridge usurping the place of Christ& de:ling the memory of Mary whose

soul did magnify God her Savior as a sinner& who was blessed among women: to make of her an idol: an imperious consort

whore, the Queen of Heaven& mother not of Christ, but of Tammuz, which the Jews corrupted themselves w/ (Jeremiah 7 & 44

KJB) to the judgment of the Babylonian captivity& losing their theocratic kingdom; & those false&disobedient who dragged the

reluctant, warning Jeremiah to Alexandria's corruptions:she's called Sodom& Egypt.

2 kinds of false Jews in Rev 2&3 KJB.  Sliding on down the devolutionary slide of Romans 1, the folly of rejecting conscience,

&God's word, will& guidance (Romans 2-3),& receiving judgment. There is still the mercy& grace of God for those repenting to

come out of her to the true Christ outside the camp,& rejecting those equivalents of the Roman Temple Vatican harlotry& order,

the impure craft w/ its bondage of philosophy& tradition, its science falsely so-called, its double entendre& impure, bloody 'G'.
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Why does everybody appear to be ignoring the massive US bio lab at Tblisi in Georgia? Why aren't questions being asked about why the

US is running this bio lab and why the US management is given diplomatic immunity to conduct their nefarious activities? Isn't this

facility just as important as those in Ukraine or is the US deliberately blocking any enquiry into its activities?
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Fascinating analysis and history of what is really going on in Ukraine

rumble.com/vwdx9b-a-reality-check-on-the-nwo-lies-about-russia-vs-ukra..
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What a surprise that Mitt Romney, who is known for being part of the New World Order, would attack Tulsi Gabbard for telling the

TRUTH!! AND no surprise that any reports have been scrubbed if they involved Barack Obamanation! Both are in thick with the NWO and

George Soros! So what else is new? I am just happy that God is exposing the liars, the cheaters, the luciferians, etc. It's about time those

devilish, murderous money-launderers and who've commited crimes against humanity got exposed and brought to Justice!!  Let's Go

Brandon!
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Well said JES777. Tulsi Gabbard is a smart and good women. The WEF turned against her, which proof she got integrity * * *

TULSI FOR PRESIDENT * * * Mitt Romney is a creep and liar. His national security adviser Joseph Cofer Black, in his 2012

campaign — a career CIA spook who rose to its top levels — sits on the board of directors of Burisma, the Ukrainian gas company

that formerly paid Hunter Biden $50K a month despite his complete lack of credentials or quali:cations. This explains why

Romney became so vocal when Trump wanted to investigate the Biden - Burisma connection.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

They’re going to us AI to :nd a way to do us in. Ukraine and Wuhan biolab terror could seem like nothing after this jaw-dropping

experimentation leaked out culturewatchnews.com/ukraine-and-wuhan-biolab-terror-could-seem-like-n..
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Excellent write-up.
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The Ginger winch is at it again! How disturbing does the Whitehouse News Press podium Knothead need to be reporting this dagrant

inaccuracy about Bio labs in Ukraine till every single American gets the message? As in, no really? How long?
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www.bitchute.com/.../RhLJzZoHIR3m  DR. LI-MENG YAN - WUHAN WHISTLEBLOWER Update
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What I think is going on here is, the USA's military cannot test, experiment, develop there bio-weapons or society altering diseases in

there own country, so they farm out this research work to places like Wuhan and Ukraine. I most certainly hope the Russia's do capture

these labs, this knowledge would probably end the war quickly. Unfortunately the Russian military is unbelievably incompetent. The left

is completely brain washed/dead about what is going over there in this Ukraine proxy war with true fascists, and a puppet Jewish

leader, if the Ukraine's fascists win, they will lynch-hem! Of course the USA "military industrial complex" would love that win win to

happen, selling weapons to bring in the fascists, then to remove the fascists. The new lefts mission seems to be focused on support

corporate media domination and spewing the real misinformation.
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I would believe Tulsi Gabbard over a whole bunch of other so-called authorities.. I think I am not alone. She is out of her weight class in

the political theatre. They are born liars. And methods they use to attack anyone who disagrees with them are usually slander of one

kind or another. Maybe it is time to take a really good look at all of our politicians. Start with whom they are given money for campaign

funds. Because that is the true scandal. And it does reach across party lines for both the Republican and Democrat Parties right now.

One of the most honest people out there is this lady, military veteran(of the Hindu faith?) and at one time a Presidential candidate. She

needs to disassociate herself from the Democrat Party full of less than reliable people. I think I would love to see her in the VP position

for the very reasons I have stated here. She is coming across as honest.
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I'm fairly sure that Tulsi went to the same WEF school that Putin and Castro's son went to.
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Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Interesting Russell Brand You tube video. My question is, since You Tube censors anything but the government narrative, how has

Russell's videos been able to remain unscathed?
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good ?
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MomentofClarity
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So, it is as clear as mud whether there are US suported biolabs in Ukraine and what their purpose is.
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This link has the actual documents for the construction of some of the labs in Ukraine as well as documents for inventory tracking

software systems. gab.com/.../107860785599275446   (Not sure how long this link will be available before Big Tech shuts it down) The

labs were all funded ("donated") by the US DoD and US Dept of Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) for the sum of over $1mil

each. In addition, tracking systems were created for these labs: "The Electronic Integrated Disease Surveillance System (EIDSS) is a

software system which is designed to strengthen monitoring and prevention of human and animal diseases" and "The Pathogen Asset

Control System (PACS) is an electronic system for accounting, management and control of biological agents."  In 2011, the EIDSS was

implemented at certain "Ukraine sites," to include the Ukrainian Research Anti-Plague Institute in Odessa (URAPI).

And "PACS was :rst installed in Ukraine in test mode in November 2009 at the Interim Central Reference Laboratory of the Especially

Dangerous Pathogens (ICRL), located at the Ukrainian Research Anti-Plague Institute in Odessa (URAPI)."  "The main objective of the

program is an inventory support of the especially dangerous pathogens’ consolidation within ICRL."  Now, our powers that be can deny,

deny, deny all they want, but the evidence is there for anyone to see.  That is anyone who can critically think for him/herself and does

not blindly follow or believe the BS fed by our govt and its paid mouthpieces.
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Because letting Russia control bioweapons labs is so much worse than letting the US create them??? I don't think so.
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Really, all should be wrapped into a package under the same nuclear non-proliferation treaty - and stop functioning as weapons

laboratories, worldwide.
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Let's try just a little bit of logic: Why would Russia locate its bioresearch facilities in any location outside of a legitimate Russian

territory? The Ukraine has not been considered part of the Russian confederation for decades. > > > BREAKING: O/cial Biochemical

and Statistical Evidence 100% con:rms Moderna created Covid-19 > > > March 3, 2022. > > >

 dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/03/evidence-con:rms-moderna-created-covid-19/  “Evidence has emerged which proves beyond a

reasonable doubt that the pharmaceutical giant Moderna, the company that has made billions through the sale of an experimental

Covid-19 injection, actually created the Covid-19 virus.” > > > “The Double CGG Codon used in the Moderna Speci:c Furin Cleavage site

does not occur in any other Furin cleavage site in any other virus in nature.” > > > Come on folks. Think.
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To know who did what and when means nothing if those same people are allowed to continue doing what they do. To date not

ONE of these perps is the least bit concerned and simply planning the next plandemic. Round and round we go...zero

accountability
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OnederWoman
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America good. Russia bad. Ugg. Apparently, DC wants us to think at this level. Like we are living 1984. I am not saying Russia is "good".

They imprison people for exercising free speech. But that does not make DC "good". In fact, DC is attempting to communize controlling

media and free speech; while pointing at "that other guy" as "why they need to do it". DC is evil.
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I asked my cousin who is a born Ukrainian, with a mix of slavic blood in his veins. These labs were never a secret in Ukraine. All

Ukrainians know about its existence for many years. Concerning Ukrainian minds were questioning these labs for years until they were

made shut up.
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Russell Brand has a way of seeing the truth and so does the government it is probably marked "Top Secret.” I wonder what the media

gets it is probably marked “BS" or for “Public Viewing” and I guess that's what we are to believe… nudge nudge… wink wink… say no

more  https://youtu.be/BV3QgDq2TGw
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Here we go again as always. I can see the headline 3 years from now saying something like "experts believe it's now like the Ukraine lab

theory is likely" just like they continue doing with the Wuhan lab leak theory as being possible and or likely, but in the end zero

accountability
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Since the beginning of the plandmic, every terrible and far-fetched possibility about it has in time been proved to be true, and the more

the globalists and the American elite have attacked a conjecture about the virus the truer it has in time turned out to be. It is now quite

likely that Fraudci, Collins and Moderna were involved in the development of a virus some years ago, which was to have been a

hybridization of HIV and induenza that would cause AIDS spread by direct condict like the du. Invented here and secretly made in U.S.

biological warfare facilities in Soros-controlled Ukraine during the Obama-Biden regime, the plan was to create the pandemic that

Fraudci has long dreamed of to justify a sanitarian dictatorship and make our then leader president-for-life like his African homies. This

did not work, but the next opportunity arose when President Trump defeated Fraudci's boozy bisexual lover in 2016, and this time the

globalist cabal of Gates and Schwab and Soros were involved and the virus already patented by Moderna and Fraudci was given to the

Chicoms to weaponize and release.

This time virus hysteria was ignited by the misuse of the Polymerase Chain Reaction lab technique to generate millions and millions of

"cases", the economy was collapsed, the 2020 presidential election was stolen, the border was opened to a tidal wave of Third World

invasion and we are now well along in the Great Reset that will impose a global technocratic dictatorship and the combination of

communism and fascism, as well as the Great Replacement (Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan) by which the existing American population will

be replaced by an Afro-Asian lumpenproletariat and the United States of America will be transformed into the Peoples Republic of

Amafrica. The wars (more are coming) and hyperindation and famine, like the orchestrated Antifa-Burn Loot Murder riots before them,

are just insurance policies for the takedown and the takeover.
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Medra, good/excellent time line expose. Spot on and concise. Pete.Smith, I cannot wait to get rid of all "democracies", and the

sooner the better. Words have meaning. If one continues to describe the "rule of law" as a "democracy", it will soon become so, to

the great detriment of all mankind as "democracies" and the rule of law cannot co-exist, it is impossible.  Democracy cannot

survive "liberty" and "liberty" cannot survive democracy as you are witnessing at this very moment in history.  Gui, as usual, I have

enjoyed your information, and thank you...you know what I mean!
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Hunter Biden( THe Big guys front man) Investment fund Rosemont Seneca, George Soros foundation, DOD (taxpayer funded by Obama

and Company, Metabiota, Black & Veitch, CDC and the list goes on and on. 31 Labs were presented by Russia which has been classi:ed

as propaganda by US GOvt! One world one please tell me-why is corruption regulatory capture. Orwell is smiling from down under
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If 'biodefense' implies tacit warfare, 'vaccines' should make it explicit.
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oldbiker562
Joined On 6/14/2021 12:17:07 PM
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agenda 20/30 is only 8 years away , so can not the people of the world just take out the globalist's there is 7 billion of us that can take

out the 1% Marxists
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That scenario is probably going to happen soon..
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Good point Oldbiker562, but the problem is, except for a few, nobody knows what that agenda 2030 is. So how can they resist it?

Agenda 2030 is to bring a New World Order (NWO), giving total control to the UN. A global government tyranny by power elite to

enslave us all while calling the scheme ‘sustainable development’ and ‘equality.’” People will lose their properties to the state.

Just as the WEF states, by 2030, “You’ll own nothing, and you’ll be happy.” The WEF agenda is exactly like UN agenda 2030, but

designed to take it over and give Israel this control. This is extremely dangerous to our democracy. There will be no democracy

left. David Rockefeller started it, later became Agenda 21, the UN action plan for "Sustainable Development, using climate

change as pretext.

Bush senior signed Agenda 21 in 1992. Then, in 1993, the NON-binding Agenda 21 became BINDING when Bill Clinton signed

Executive Order 12852, launching the President's Council of Sustainable Development. Like a cancer, Agenda 21 started

embedding itself into every cell of the Federal Government and on down to the state governments. Between 1993 and 1999, as

Americans slept, "Sustainable Development" concepts and laws in:ltrated every county, township and city as federal and state "

Under Agenda 21 the U.S. Constitution, American sovereignty and Constitutionally rights would be eliminated and replaced by a

NWO controlled by a Power Elite of multinational corporations, international bankers and NGOs.

In 2015, after the UN enumerated 8 major goals for "Sustainable Development" at the 2000 Millennium Summit, Agenda 21 was

o/cially updated to Agenda 2030. In 2019, we have the Green New Deal breaking out in the public domain for the :rst time --

openly pushing the Agenda 21 & 2030 goals. Agenda 2030, now speci:es 17 major goals for the world to reach by the year 2030.

 www.unsustainable.us/un_script.pdf  is a transcript of a long video: www.youtube.com/watch
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The Great Reset wants to have a guaranteed path to the total domination of the technocratic elite, which will have all the power

and enslaves the people by controlling the actions of the constitutionally elected governments, without respect for their

freedoms and rights while the 1% enjoy the paradises that they will reserve for their life and their money. Corruption and a false

socialism of interests will make the rich richer and the rest of the world slaves to their desires. The World Economic Forum

(WEF), which co-sponsored Event 201, the corona pandemic tabletop simulation together with John Hopkins and the Gates

Foundation in October 2019, participated in another strategic exercise titled Concept 2021.

The latter is described as un: “International Capacity Building Initiative Aimed at Increasing Global Cyber Resilience” What they

describe is a scenario of economic and social chaos involving the disruption of communications systems, the Internet, :nancial

and monetary transactions (including SWIFT), the power grid, global transportation, commodity trading, etc., as well as possible

"geopolitical dislocations". ”. As Dr. Mercola reported, the WEF-backed Cyber Polygon simulations were organized by BI-ZONE, a

group associated with the Russian central bank.

Klaus Schwab included Vladimir Putin among the Young Global Leaders on multiple occasions. The director of Sberbank,

Russia's central bank, is a trustee of the WEF. While Russia is routinely threatened by the US and NATO, the Russian Federation is

a partner in this WEF initiative, which is largely dominated by Wall Street and the Western :nancial establishment.

www.globalresearch.ca/towards-another-devastating-worldwide-crisis-the..  5764374 (2022)
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The Russian communist/socialist state was part of the Rockefeller elite plan to spread socialism, in many forms, throughout

countries around the world. Supplying Russia with vital technology that it sorely lacked would eventually produce the Cold War.

That powerful matchup was a gigantic cash cow. It was also created as a threat to Europe, which justi:ed the rise of the

European Union---another grand Rockefeller/CFR/Bilderberg plan to further the covert agenda of Socialist Globalism. The EU IS a

regional face of Globalism. More information in the link;

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/03/18/the-real-us-russian-connection-look..  (03/18/2022) Putin has decided to invade

Ukraine as an attempt to prevent NATO expansion on Russian borders.

According to the Russian president, this has been a growing threat to Russian security since a Ukrainian government was formed

after an Obama-backed coup in 2014. Blackrock instructed the Fed to put money into wholesale and retail hands when the time

was right, this happened less than a month later and the maneuvers were acted upon in what Blackrock called the "Going Direct".

The plandemic was to act as a mask for the federal maneuvering that began in March 2020 with the sudden creation of $3.5

trillion in reserves in just a few weeks.

Now “the pound and the dollar have already lost more than 99% of their value and they are only trying to eradicate the other 1%”

according to Ciummei, who says that “the end game is totalitarian control coupled with a :nancial reset and currency. digital, so

there is a need for digital ID and digital passports. the debt-based system on the verge of collapse and a planned and imminent

:nancial reset, which could turn to war in Ukraine could act as a Trojan horse for the :nancial reset, the planned end.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/09/is-the-russia-invasion-of-ukraine-a-trojan-h..  (03/2022)
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The evil zionist Henry Kissinger came up with WEF. Klaus Schwab would be his dual Israel/CIA agent, to take control over Agenda

21, using the Climate Change as pretext for a NWO and to lure high ranking politicians and induential people to Davos. Schwab

father made heavy water in Germany, but later in secret for Israel, the water is needed to make the A-bomb. This article is about

who funded the Biolabs in Ukraine: dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/20/biolabs-who-are-metabiotas-investors/   Nathan Wolfe (WEF

Young Global Leader) founded Metabiota. He was awarded Technology Pioneer by WEF in 2021. Wolfe was co-author with

EcoHealth’s Peter Daszak, of a 2017 study on coronaviruses in bats.

Metabiota runs the Ukraine biolabs and elsewhere. Nathan Wolfe is linked to the Wuhan Lab, Global Virome Project, EcoHealth,

and Jeffrey Epstein & Ghislaine Maxwell, her father was a Israeli spy. Her sister Isabel used the title “Technology Pioneer of the

WEF." Isabel also works for Israel (Mossad), funded by Bill Gates (WEF).

www.unz.com/wwebb/isabel-maxwell-israels-back-door-into-silicon-valley..  In a 2012 book Nathan Wolfe wrote: “The Viral

Storm: The Dawn of a New Pandemic Age,” in which he thanked friends, including Jeffrey Epstein and biotech venture capitalist

Boris Nikolic, friend of Ghislaine, and Bill Gates’ former science adviser.

Bill Gates and Clinton visited Epstein. Clinton foundation funded Metabiota, as did the CIA, and Hunter Biden. George Soros

co-founder WEF, and zionist Victoria Nuland are involved in 2014 Ukraine take-over, after which oligarchs came to power, like it

happened in Russia when Soros organised the privatization of Russian state property, using Anatoly Chubais, who said: “Soros

backed then really played a positive role” helping the oligarchs to get a stranglehold on Russia’s resources.  Most oligarchs in

Russia and Ukraine, president Zelensky and most named above can become an Israeli citizen. Soros and Macron worked for

Rothchild bank.
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It all seems to be Rockefellerism as much as anything - What's mine is mine & don't you forget it, what's yours is mine and I don't

have a nickel in it. Along with if I can't have it, no one can.
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Pete and everyone, they will expose their agenda piece by piece. Since the people can no longer storm castles and execute evil

rulers, here is what the people must do. If they want you to wear a muzzle- resist/ do not comply. If they want you to take pcr

test- resist/ do not comply. If they want you to take a jab- resist/ do not comply. If they want to put you on a ventilator, administer

Remdesivir- resist/ do not comply. If they try to limit the use of cash- resist/ do not comply. If they declare a climate emergency

and want you to change your life and daily habits- resist/ do not comply. Starting to get the picture? Anything that reeks of

control and a negative change- resist/ do not comply. If enough people refuse their agenda, they will be powerless. It starts with

everyone of us. We do not need 100% of the population to defeat this agenda. Not even 50%. But the more that resist, the more

the timid and weak-minded will join them.
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They control the money!
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"People will lose their properties to the state." Here in California, property owners are already feeling the government control of

their property. This is the :rst time I have witnessed the government step in and invalidate a contract between two people

(landlord and tenant) when the government allowed non payment of rent. Now, the restrictions being imposed on landlords and

how they determine the use of their own property is making rental ownership for "Mom and Pops" nearly impossible. What is

happening as a result of government imposed property owner restrictions is property is being sold and the "Big Boys" of rental

corporations (Blackstone, etc.) are buying them up.
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WWG1WGA NCSWIC
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Say WHAT? I DON'T SPEAK ABREVIATIONS!
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You cannot stop a volcano from erupting unless you break the natural laws of physics; and you cannot stop the trucker Freedom Convoy

from ending the mandates unless you break the man-made laws of parliament. If only God can break natural laws (God stopped the

Sun), is Justin Trudeau, therefore, the devil (God sent out the devil)?
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Trudeau is a clown just like his Ukranian counterpart Zelensky.
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Trudeau's federal government paid social media induencers more than $600k to push its COVID, business agenda

www.lifesitenews.com/news/trudeau-govt-paid-social-media-personalities..   The Bidens Funded the Activities of Secret US

Biolabs journal-neo.org/2022/03/24/the-bidens-funded-the-activities-of-secret-..
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If he's not the devil; he's the number one contender for the spot! He's been involved in a number of "controversies" and what

happens? He gains more power! I believe that 2025, is about as far as society (as we know it) is going to go. Between now and

then; turdeau will full:ll all the wishes of his masters at the WEF!
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Watch these short but powerful speeches at the EU Parliament yesterday, after Trudeau's speech, by Mislav Kolakusic, Croatian

MEP and Christine Anderson, German MEP blasting Trudeau for being a dictator. Bernard Zimniok (AfD Germany) tried to prevent

Trudeau's speech and also called Trudeau out for his undemocratic actions. twitter.com/.../1506712171249610764

 twitter.com/.../1506837864641933315  twitter.com/.../1506946715953205249  Cristian Terhes, Romanian MEP, tore into

Trudeau, for the same reasons, at the time he enacted the Emergencies Act. twitter.com/.../1506989317666791436  As a

Canadian, I say a big thank you for calling Trudeau out!!!
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Capri6, as a Canadian, you're welcome!!!! And thank you!!!!
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steelj
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"di/cult to discern the truth" ??? For once I disagree with Dr. M. It could not be more obvious the U.S. government is lying - again. It's to

the point when the government says something, always believe the exact opposite. With voters like we have, who elect such destructive

parasites, how can democracy continue? Things look bad from over here, as John Kay so wisely said long, long ago.
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I think you are all amazing and I can barely follow down these rabbit holes. And apropos of nothing, I have found it extremely distasteful

to be in any company with Fox News, et al. I wish those who know the truth about this pandemic would stop quoting the likes of these

people.
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N_caywoman
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.. it extremely distasteful to be in any company with Fox News..???? 

🤦🤦
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fundamentalassumptions
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You mean the Herodian Fox of thigh & cleavage, shrieking & sensuous Herodias? Counterpart to the other corporate fake

ministry of propaganda & porn distractions & demoralizations repeating the lies they're paid to lisp? We don't have to think very

hard to :gure which heretic & prophet's head they'll be calling for now. Truth has fallen in our streets.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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They are worried? This is just part of the narrative for those needing a war to kill a few more people& to doat their :nancial boats:an

excuse to indate& steal what remains of the real wealth& strength of this& all formerly free nations: transferring what remains of the

wealth, then blaming the violated& robbed, dividing them against 1 another w/ their lying dialectic games manifesting their

wickedness& true 1st love, Mammon; their corrupting self-will, bloody arrogance, impure 'love',& pride.

Putin sent his army directly to those bioweapons facilities because he knew exactly where they were, having built them w/ the covert

help of the same coverted powers behind the Blackrock cloak,& the fake charity 'foundations': both modeled after the craft& order of

MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, MOTHER OF HARLOTS& ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. She will have her day riding the beast, but

ultimately he will tire of the consort's imperious, demanding ways;& covet her share of the glory& booty &will turn on her

Romish-Babylonish-&-Jewish fake& fornicating union ecumenical one world order tossed handily& continually from one of her waving

arms to the other, & talking out of both sides of her mouth to deceive the dupes, the superstitious& ignorant, those kept in the bondage

of their sins for easier exploitation, the butts in the pew, the 'taxpayers': demanding worship in the place of God,& in their rebuilt Temple

in Jerusalem.

Then they will wake up& realize that those witnesses the Beast killed,& the 144,000 sealed Jews martyred, spoke the truth& they in

Judah will dee to the wilderness where they will be sustained until the true Lord's return to :ght for Jerusalem. At that time they will

look upon the 1 they pierced,will :nally recognize him,& repent of receiving the 1 coming in his own name, the daming 'Phoenix',& what

the builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone have cunningly& deceitfully crafted,& they will mourn. The proud chastening rod will

be judged in its turn
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The biolabs fake story was thoroughly debunked years ago, yet people fall for it again and again. This disinformation about "Ukrainian

bioweapons" was invented in 2017 inside KGB/FSB connected Russian think tank "Strategic Culture Foundation" and later implanted

into the Ukrainian and Western press. It was debunked by StopFake in the same year

www.stopfake.org/ru/fejk-ssha-prevrashhayut-ukrainu-v-biologicheskuyu-..  (could be easily translated with Google Translate or any

other online translator) Here is another very detailed investigation with all the links.

It is from 2020 and was published by Ukrainian investigative journalists.

ms.detector.media/manipulyatsii/post/24602/2020-05-01-amerykanskye-lab..  Now, the fake has been recreated by Russians once

again, perhaps in preparation for a possible bioweapon attack on Ukraine. This is what Marco Rubio and the Senate Committee on

Intelligence were concerned about. thebulletin.org/2022/02/russian-media-spreading-disinformation-about-u..
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srousso2
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What happened to Dr Mercola! He’s making Cool-Aide now???
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No, he's spot on. While you were lulled to sleep by deep state operatives like neocon Nuland, the US government was busy

planting germ warfare laboratories around the globe and, as Dr. Mercola suggests, on Russia's doorstep in Ukraine, among the

most astonishingly corrupt governments to ever disgrace the planet. Wake up.
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srousso2, what jg2375 said! c'on man!
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the door is open....exit if it doesn't :t your own narrative
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Srousso...read Judy Mikovits' books and watch her intervues. She worked at Ft. Detrick training ebola virus to live in human cells

(so it could be studied). She says cell lines developed in US Army biolabs have been shipped abroad, like to Wuhan China. She

has nothing to gain from lying. She lost her job at Whittemore Lab in Calif for being honest.
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What happened to you? You have not been following along, with the current goings on. Its no longer concern over a mild virus,

focus has shifted to US-funded BSL-3 and BSL-4 safety labs all over the planet. Forget Wuhan, it was the :rst scapegoat.
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